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Introduction  
 The question for strong corporate 
existence of the Nigeria nation and living 
cooperatively in a society became a 
national concern after the civil war. The 
then General Gowon administration 
strategised to unit the nation by 
introducing the National Youth Service 
Corp (NYSC) to foster unity among 
Nigerians. Since then it has recorded a 
great deal of success in terms of attitudinal 
change towards one another. However, the 
continuing political and social unrest and  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
corruption in our nation calls for more 
concern and how we can living 
cooperatively in a social democracy. We 
can, in addition to the above efforts 
introduce other educational strategies in 
our teaching-learning process to bring 
about better academic achievement and 
building better relationships among 
learners in Nigeria in terms of three key 
target areas such as cognitive, affective and 
behavioural changes. One of such strategy 
is the cooperative learning strategy, 
because most forms of small group 
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Abstract 
Living cooperatively in a society is one of the paramount concerns for 
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instructional techniques such as this, have 
a positive impact on student attitudes and 
academic achievement (Slavin, 1983). 
Many scholars have also criticized the 
current teaching and learning process for 
lack of effective affection, and behavioural 
changes and call for greater involvement of 
students in their own learning (Bok, 1986; 
Boyer, 1987). In addition, according to 
Ukadike and Iyamu (2007), the Federal 
Government has also taken into 
cognizance of the Nigerian philosophy of 
education, took interest in the outcome 
performance, activities of learning, 
instructional strategies and evaluation 
procedures and emphasized the need to 
make learning activities centered on the 
learners for better relationships and better 
academic achievements.   
 Cooperative learning strategy is 
therefore, a structured, systematic 
instructional strategy in which small 
groups of students work together toward a 
common goal (Cooper, Robinson and 
Mckinney, 1994). This learning strategy 
can be introduced especially at the primary 
and secondary levels of education because, 
1. Children at this age learn attitudes, 

values, skills and information; 
2. Interaction provides supports, 

opportunities and models for prosocial 
behaviour;  

3. Peers provide models of learning to 
control impulses; 

4. Children learn to view situations and 
problems from perspectives other than 
their own; 

5. Relationships are powerful influences 
on the development of the values and 
social sensitivity; 

6. Children need constructive peer 
relationships to avoid being lonely  

7. Coalitions formed during childhood 
provide help and assistance throughout 
adulthood; 

8. In peer relationship children become 
aware of the similarities and 
differences between themselves and 
others. 

Therefore, this article focused on 
the concept of cooperative learning 
strategy, whose goal is aimed at building 
better relationships and for high academic 
achievement among learners, especially 
diverse students in order to enhance the 
unity and corporate existence of Nigeria 
and live cooperatively as a society. 
 This learning strategy is  treated 
under the following subheadings:- 
i. Critical features of cooperative 

learning strategy; 
ii Types of cooperative learning 

strategies 
iii. The Rationale for cooperative learning 

strategy; 
iv. Suitable of cooperative learning into 

existing teaching methods 
iv. Recommendations/tips for 

implementation and conclusion.  
 
Critical Features of Cooperative 
Learning Strategy 
 According to Cooper, Robinson 
and Mckinney, (1994), six critical features 
distinguish cooperative learning from other 
forms of small group instructions. These 
are: positive interdependence, individual 
accountability, appropriate assignment to 
groups, teachers as a coach or facilitator, 
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its explicit attention to social skills and 
emphasis on problem solving.  
 
[1] Positive Interdependence: 

 According to the author, 
structures must be built into the learning 
environment to ensure that all members of 
a cooperative learning team feel a sense of 
responsibility for their teammates. One 
way is by material interdependence, task 
interdependence and goal interdependence, 
that is when a small part of each person’s 
grade can depend on each member of the 
team improving his or her performance on 
course exams.  
 
[2] Individual Accountability: 
   Individual accountability in 
grading solves the problem of inequitable 
distribution of work load across group 
participants in the sense that even though 
students work together in teams, course 
grades are exclusively determined by 
individually completed tests, papers, and 
other assessment procedures. Individual 
accountability helps decrease the sense of 
inequality perceived by many in traditional 
small-group procedures where course 
grades are given to all members of a team. 
 
[3] Appropriate Assignment to 
Groups: This grouping is usually 
heterogeneous in terms of race, sex, prior 
achievement, and other characteristics 
deemed appropriate by the instructor. Such 
appropriate assignments of students to 
cooperative learning groups promote 
improved attitudes towards persons of 
differing backgrounds such as Nigeria.  
  

[4] Teachers as Coach or facilitator: 
Rather than functioning as an expert 
dispenser of information, as in the lecture 
format, the teacher is in a more collegial 
role, structuring the learning environment 
for effective interaction. Students are 
expected to take responsibility for their 
own learning. 
 
[5] Attention to Social Skills: In 
Corporative learning, structures are 
designed to encourage such prosocial 
behaviours as active listening, cooperative, 
and respect for others. In group processing, 
teammates evaluate teammates behviaour 
on specific criteria and report his or her 
perception to the teacher or teammate for 
discussion or grading.  
 
[6] Problem Solving:  This happen 
immediately after a lecture or lesson, 
allowing students to elaborate on recently 
acquired information and to transfer this 
information into long-term memory. 
Fostering such metacognitve activity 
encourages critical thinking and promoting 
lifelong learning. 
 
Types of Cooperative Learning 
Strategies  
Cooper, Robinson and Mckinney, (1994), 
outlined the following types of cooperative 
learning strategies, although, there are 
more than fifty (50) types Kogan, 1992).  
 
[1] Student Team Achievement 
Division (STAD):  Students with widely 
varying academic abilities are assigned to 
four member teams. Students receive 
information via lecturers, films, readings 
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and then receive a worksheet to complete 
assigned material. Scoring is done by 
teams, the teams with highest score are 
recognized in a weekly class news letter. 
 
[2]  Constructive Controversy:  In 
this form, pars within a 4-person team are 
assigned different sides of an issue, which 
they have to research. Then the 2 pairs 
discuss the topic, not to win a debate, but 
to give as much information on the topic as 
possible. Pairs then switch sides and 
develop arguments for the opposite side of 
the same issue. 
 
[3] Group Investigation: Each team 
is assigned/selects a different topic within 
a general area. Students have freedom in 
determining the organization of their 
teams, in conducting the research and 
presenting their findings and ideas to the 
class. 
 
[4] Jigsaw: The word Jigsaw 
originally means a saw used for cutting out 
shapes in thin pieces of wood. While 
Jigsaw puzzle is a picture stuck onto the 
wood and cut into many small irregular 
pieces to be fitted together for amusement. 
Jigsaw in classroom learning is an 
approach of cooperative learning 
developed by (Elliot Aronson, 1978) 
(Jigsaw 1), and modified by Robert Slavin 
(Jigsaw II). Jigsaw teaching is 
characterized by students working in small 
heterogeneous groups; students rely on 
each other for information, each group 
member becomes specialized in subject 
matter; and cooperation and mutual trust 
are necessary for group achievement. 

Jigsaw as a cooperative learning strategy 
has four stages in the process.  
Stage Two – Focused Explanation: 
 The students research and are 
reorganized to form focus/expert groups 
with the same topic, think out loud to 
clarify their ideas and building 
understanding together. The teacher may at 
this stage, encourage students to write 
down the main idea and provide a guided 
set of questions to help students explore 
the ideas in their assigned material. 
 
Stage Three –Reporting and Reshaping:
 The students return to their home 
groups to take turns describing the ideas 
generated in their focused/expert groups, 
then pose questions and discuss ideas in 
depth. 
 
Stage Four–Integration and Evaluation:
 The teacher then, design an 
individual, small group, or whole – class 
activity (e.g test). The students in turn 
carry out a demonstration task in their 
home  group and reflect on how they 
worked together and draw lessons from 
their experiences for the next time they 
work together. 
 With all these forms of student-
centered form of cooperative learning, 
instructors may mix and match or modify 
the techniques for different student 
populations and academic disciplines. 
However, for effective implementation, 
there must be a clear specification of the 
instructional goal or objective; group work 
designed to promote some attitude, to 
teach something, or to give practice in 
performing a task, and some form of 
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individual student assessment to determine 
each individual’s performance independent 
of the group work. For complete 
descriptions of many cooperative learning 
procedures, (Johnson, Johnson, and Smith, 
1991). 
 
The Rationale for Cooperative Learning 
Strategy 

According to Dewey (1946) 
education is the vehicle for teaching 
citizens to live cooperatively in a social 
democracy, and the roots of cooperative 
learning are traced to him. The rationale 
for cooperative learning in our teaching-
learning process are as follows:- 

Johnson and Johnson (1989), 
surveyed 193 studies in which cooperative 
learning was compared to more traditional 
forms of instruction. They found that it 
leads to group productivity and high 
productivity in over 50 percent of the 
cases.  

Johnson and Johnson (1989), also 
found that it produced greater and higher 
levels of interpersonal attraction in 60 
percent and 3 percent of the cases 
respectively when compared with 
competitive and individualistic approaches. 

In addition, they also found that 
cooperative learning strategy is more 
powerful in producing achievement and a 
means of cognitive and attitudinal changes 
from elementary school through adult life.  

Analyses of cooperative learning’s 
effect on critical thinking, self-esteem, 
racial/ethic relations, and prosocial 
behaviour, have consistently demonstrated 
that cooperative learning is a superior to 
more traditional forms of instruction and 

rarely has detrimental effects on student 
outcomes (Cooper et’al, 1994). 

Frierson (1986), found that nursing 
students at a predominantly black college 
who studied cooperatively for their state 
licensing exams passed at a significantly  
higher rate than comparable students 
studying individually. 

Research also shows that it leads 
to academic achievement, higher level 
thinking skills, interest in subject matter, 
likelihood of attending class, time on task, 
ability to diagnose own knowledge of 
subject matter, amount of class morale, and 
rapport with the teacher, frequency and 
quality of student – student interactions 
and frequency and quality of student-
teacher interactions (Cooper & Mueck, 
1990). 

Ukadike and Iyamu (2007), 
research on 290 subjects of the Junior 
Secondary School, who were social studies 
students in Delta State, they were exposed 
to three weeks treatment with three 
different instructional strategies. The 
purpose was to determine the effectiveness 
of cooperative learning strategies (learning 
Together (LT), and Jigsaw (JG) over the 
expository method and to find out sex 
effect on the cooperative learners. The 
findings revealed that students taught with 
cooperation learning strategies performed 
better in social studies achievement than 
those taught with expository method. They 
also concluded that learners accomplish 
understanding through the social 
interactions which occur in the classrooms 
and called for periodic organizations of 
seminar and workshops to bring about 
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awareness of cooperative learning 
strategies.  

Astin, (1992), completed a study 
of over 200 colleges and Universities to 
assess what factors make a difference in 
undergraduate education. After examining 
nearly 200 environmental variables, 
including a large number of curriculum 
factors, he concluded that students-student 
interaction and student-teacher interaction 
were by far the best predictors of positive 
students cognitive and attitudinal changes 
in the undergraduate experience and called 
for greater use of cooperative learning in 
college instructions.  

In addition, Treisman, (1986), 
found that African American students at 
the University of California, Berkeley, 
who worked cooperatively in enrichment 
sessions outside of class received calculus 
course grades over one letter grade higher 
than comparable African American 
Students who did not use the enrichment 
programmes.  

 
Suitability of Cooperative Learning into 
Existing Teaching Methods 
According to Kagan (1992), there are over 
fifty forms of cooperative learning, each 
having its appropriate application, 
depending on the student population and 
the intended educational outcome. 
However, it is possible to begin 
experimenting with cooperative learning 
strategies without implementing formal 
cooperative learning structures such as 
Jigsaw or student Team Achievement 
Division (STAD). 
 If a teacher formerly uses an 
expository method he or she may 

supplement this style into his or her current 
lesson. Before the lesson begins, he may 
establish a motivational hook to focus the 
students attention on the lesson’s content. 
Then he may take three to five minutes to 
pose a question or frames an issue that will 
be a focal point for the day; for example’ 
adolescent is a period of storm and stress. 
The teacher may have teams discuss the 
issue, take a position, or ask questions 
relating to the topic. During the lecture, the 
lecturer or teacher can stop at critical 
points to actively involve the students, 
such as physical, social intellectual, and 
moral development and its implication to 
education. The teacher might stop after 
fifteen minutes of teaching on fairly 
technical information and ask pairs or 
teams of students to find an example of the 
concepts just presented or ask question 
relating to the topic.  After the lectures, the 
instructor might organize a somewhat 
longer task to help students consolidate or 
practice the information just presented. 
Students can be asked to return to the 
questions they formulated at the start of the 
class and attempt to answer them. These 
questions and answers might be shared 
with individual teammates or with the 
entire class if time permits.  
 
Recommendation/ Tips for 
Implementation  

There are various tips of 
implementation put forward by (Cooper, 
et’al, 1994). The tips would serve as 
recommendations and offer policy makers 
and teachers who are considering the use 
of cooperative learning in this classes. 
However, teachers should be trained to 
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know the following tips for 
implementation.  
[1] Start Small:  Use cooperative 
learning on the key points within the 
course that should serve as the focal points 
as explained above. One sure way to use 
cooperative learning is to review for a test 
e.g. Students Team Achievement Division 
(STAD) can be used to review for each 
units test. 
 
[2] Clearly Specify the Instructional 
goal/objective: The goals of the 
cooperative learning should be stated, 
describing what the final product for the 
day might look like.  
 
[3] Assign  Clear Tasks and organize 
the Groups (at least initially) by the 
teacher. Students are less anxious about 
course content and grading when 
expectations are clearly delineated. 
According to the authors, as students 
experience success and gain confidence in 
their abilities to work in teams, student 
control of many of these decisions may 
replace teacher control. 
 
[4] Make Cooperative learning a small 
part of the total grade: If the cooperative 
learning activities are tied to important 
course objectives and help the student 
master individually completed tests and 
papers, little of the course grade need to be 
tied to successful cooperative learning 
work. A few bonus points are enough to 
reward the students in these intrinsically 
motivating cooperative learning tasks. 
 

[5] Introduce the technique well. The 
teacher should clearly state the rationale 
for using the technique. Clearly identify 
that course grades will depend almost 
entirely on individually graded tests and 
papers. In other words if students help one 
another, they will not be putting their own 
grade in jeopardy. 
[6] The teacher should structure the 
cooperative learning activities so that 
students must learn something, and not to 
do something. The teacher should develop 
a method to assess mastery of the content 
independent of the group work (such as 
individually completed tests) and 
communicate the ethic that the team’s 
work is never done until all members have 
mastered the skills that underlie the 
cooperative learning. 
 In addition, government and policy 
makers and teachers should make 
cooperative learning strategy an integral 
part of the teaching and learning process. 
Through an effective one-on-one student – 
student interaction, they come to realize 
the perceived cognitions and prejudices 
they had earlier bore in mind, and through 
systematic desensitization they gradually 
appreciate the differences and similarities 
that exist among them, the affection is 
systematically built into the psychological 
aura that surrounds learners that would 
lead to better relationships and high 
academic achievement through the 
constant use of cooperative learning 
strategy.  
 
Conclusion 
 The continuing political and social 
unrest and corruption in our nation is a 
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clear manifestation that we as a society 
have a long way to go in meeting John 
Dewey’s goal of preparing our diverse 
ethnic groups and people in Nigeria to 
function and live cooperatively in a social 
democracy. Therefore, I use this 
opportunity to call on government, 
teachers, lecturers and policy makers to 
commit themselves in introducing 
cooperative learning strategy in our 
teaching-learning process so that we can 
nurture the attitude of Nigerians from 
primary through adult life for better 
achievement and enable us live 
cooperatively and have a corrupt free 
society. 
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